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In his paper [l] P6lya defines the following function P, mapping the 
interval [0, I] onto a right triangle T. 
Let t be any number in the unit interval; expand it into a binary fraction: 
t = .d,d, ... 
The n-th digit d,(t) of t is either 0 or 1. 
For each t we assign a sequence of nested triangles Tl, Tz ,. . . as follows. 
Divide the triangle T into two similar triangles by drawing the altitude: 
T 
Suppose the triangle T is not isosceles; then the two triangles into 
which T is divided by the altitude are unequal; call the smaller of the 
two T, , the larger T, . Define Tl to be T, if the first digit uY1 of t is 0, 
T, if dl is 1. T, , T3 ,... are defined recursively, with T,-, taking the 
place of T and d, replacing dl . 
We denote the n-th triangle assigned to the number t by T,(t); 
clearly, the sequence T,(t) is nested, and the diameter of T,(t) tends to 
zero as n + co. Therefore the sequence T,(t) has exactly one point in 
common; this point is defined to be P(t). 
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Some numbers t have two different representations as binary fractions. 
We now show that the procedure described above assigns the same 
point P(t) to t, no matter which representation of t is used. Take for 
instance 
t = .lOO .‘. 
i.e., a single 1 followed by all 0’s. This can also be represented as 
t = .Oll .‘. 
i.e., a single 0 followed by all 1’s. Using the first representation, we 
obtain the following sequence of triangles: 
R 
The intersection of these triangles is clearly the vertex R at the right 
angle. 
Using the second representation of t we obtain the following sequence 
of triangles: 
Their intersection is the same cornerpoint R. 
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P~LYA’S THEOREM. The function P maps the interval [0, 11 
continuously onto the triangle T. 
Proof. Let p be any point of T. Divide T into two triangles by the 
altitude; call Tl the one which contains1 p. If Tl is the smaller of the 
two, set dl = 0, if Tl is the larger, set dl = 1. Continue in this fashion 
to construct a sequence of triangles and digits dl , d2 ,...; denote by t the 
number 
d,d,d, . . . 
Clearly, 
P(t) = p. 
To prove the continuity of P, we observe that if t and t’ are two 
numbers whose first N digits are the same, the triangles TN(t) and TN(t’) 
containing P(t) and P(t’) are the same, and therefore 
I P(t) - WI < h.4) (1) 
where hN(t) denotes the hypotenuse of TN(t). 
Suppose that / t - t’ j < l/2 N; then either t and t’ have the same 
first N-digits, in which case inequality (1) holds, or there is a t” = 
integer/2N separating them; 
t < t” < t’. 
t” is one of those numbers which has two different binary expansions: 
in one expansion the first N digits are the same as those oft, in the other 
expansion the first N digits are the same as those oft’. So it follows from 
(1) that 
I P(t) - W”)l < b(t), 1 P(t’) - P(f)1 < hfg(t’). (2) 
By the triangle inequality 
I P(t) - P(f)1 ,< k+(t) + he&‘). (1’) 
Since hN tends to zero as N -+ co, this proves the continuity of P. 
Obviously, an area-filling curve is not rectifiable, so P cannot be very 
differentiable. It turns out that the precise degree of differentiability of 
P depends sensitively on 0, the smaller of the two acute angles of T. 
In what follows we will use the abbreviations 
s = sin 0, c = cos e. 
1 If p is on the altitude, it is contained in both. 
(3) 
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DIFFERENTIABILITY THEOREM. Denote by 8 the smaller angle of T. 
(a) If 30” < B < 45”, P is nowhere d@erentiable. 
(b) If 15” < 0 < 30”, P is not differentiable on a set of measure 1, 
but has derivative zero on a nondenumerable set. 
(c) If fl < 15”, P’ = 0 on a set of measure 1. 
Proof. To prove nondifferentiability of P we rely on the following 
observation. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that t and tN have the same first N - 1 digits, but 
their N-th digits are d$jferent. Suppose further that the N-th, (N + 1) and 
(N + 2) digits of tN are the same. Then 
j P(t) - P(tN)( > const AN(t). (4) 
Proof. Since the first N - 1 digits of t and tN are the same, P(t) 
and P(tN) belong to the same triangle TN-l ; on the other hand since the 
digits dN , dN+l , and d,,, of tN are different from dN(t), P(tN) lies in a 
triangle TN+JtN) which has no point in common with TN(t) (see the figure 
below), where the whole triangle is TNel : 
Clearly, the minimum distance of TN+Z(tN) and TN(t) is > const hN(t); 
this completes the proof of (4). 
Denote by 2, = ZN(t) the number of zeros among the first N digits 
of t and by VN(t) the number of 1’s. Note that 
ZN + VN = N. (5) 
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Then the length of the hypotenuse h&t) of TN(t) is 
hN(Q = ,ZN(t)c”N(t). (61 
Since 0 is the smaller angle, 
s < c, 
it follows from (6) and (5) what we have already noted in (3), that 
hN@) 3 s zN+vN = SN (7) 
Now let t be any number in [0, 11, N any integer, and tN that number 
whose first N - 1 digits equal those of t, and whose next three are 
different from dN(t). According to inequality (4), 
1 p(t) - P(tN)] > const AN(t); 
combining this with (7) we get 
) p(t) - P(tN)/ > const sN. 03) 
On the other hand, since t and tN have the same first N - 1 digits, 
( t - tN 1 < 1/2*-1. (9) 
Dividing (8) by (9) we get 
j p(t) - P(tN)I/l t - tN / > const(2s)*. (10) 
In case (a), 8 > 30”, and so s > l/2; therefore the right side of (10) 
tends to infinity with N; this shows that the difference quotient on the 
left of (10) tends to CO as tN -+ t, so P is not differentiable at t. Since t 
was an arbitrary point, this proves that P is nowhere differentiable. 
We turn now to case (b) and take t to be not any number, but a normal 
number, defined as one which has on the average the same number of 
O’s as l’s in its binary expansion, i.e., for which 
lim(z&(t)/N) = lim( vN(t)/ni’) = l/2. (11) 
We introduce the abbreviation 
z,-vN=2D,. 
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Since 2, + I/, = N, we have 
ZN = (N/2) + D, > VT-J = (N/2) - DAJ ,
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(12) 
and (11) can be expressed as 
lim(D,/N) = 0. (13) 
Introducing the notation (12) into expression (6) for h, we get 
hN = s ZNCVN = (SC)N’2(S/c)DN. (14) 
Combining this with (4) we get that if tN has the property described in 
Lemma 1, 
/ P(t) - P(tN)I > const(sc)N’2(s/c)D”. 
Dividing this by (9) we get 
) P(t) - P(tN)j/j t - tN j > const(4cs)“‘“(s/c)“N. 
In case (b), 0 > 15”. Therefore 20 > 30” and so 
1 < 2 sin 20 = 4s~. 
This shows that the first factor on the right in (15) increases exponentially 
with N, on the other hand it follows from (13) that the second factor 
(s/c)~N decreases at a rate which is slower than exponential. Therefore 
the right side of (15) tends to 00 as N does; therefore the difference 
quotients on the left are unbounded as tN tends to t. This proves that P 
is not differentiable at any normal t. 
According to a famous theorem of Borel, almost all numbers are 
normal; this shows that P is nondifferentiable almost everywhere. 
Next we construct a nondenumerable set of t where P’(t) exists, and 
in fact is zero. These special t’s are abnormal numbers, with more O’s 
than 1’s. We need the following elementary observation. 
LEMMA 2. Let t and t’ be any two difJerent numbers whoseJirst N - 1 
digits are identical and which d;fJer in the N-th digit, and denote by 
M = M(N) the smallest integer M > N such that 
&(t) = &v(t). (16) 
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Then 
1 t - t’ j > l/2? (17) 
Let K denote an integer to be fixed later; we define a special t by 
prescribing its digits as follows: 
d,= :, 
i 
if II is a multiple of K 
otherwise. (18) 
Let t’ be any number, N the smallest integer such that dN(t) f dN(t’). 
From the definition of t, it follows that M is either N + 1, N + 2, or 
N + K; so by (17), 
/ t - t’ 1 > 1/2N+K. (19) 
Since P(t) and P(f) belong to the same triangle TNml , 
1 P(t) - P(t’)I < hN--l(t) < (l/s) hN - (20) 
For the number t defined by (18) we have, approximately, with an 
error <I, 
ZN(Q = ((K - l)IK)N VN(t) = N/K. 
Therefore, using formula (6) for h, , 
hN = ,((K-l)/K)NCN/K < S((K--l)/K)N. 
Combining this with (20) we get 
1 P(t) - P(t’)l < const s((~-~)I~)~. 
Dividing this by (19), we get the inequality 
I(P(t) - P(t’))/t - t’ / < const 2K(2~(K-1)lK)N (21) 
for the difference quotient of the function P at a special point t. 
In case (b), 0 < 30” so s < l/2; therefore for K large enough 
2s(K--1)lK < 1. 
It follows that for such K the right side of (21) tends to zero as N-+ CO; 
so P’(t) = 0. 
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The same analysis shows that P’(&) = 0 for any t8 whose digits are 
defined as follows: 
d,(t,) = 1 whenever n is of the form 
n = jk’ + S(j), j-l,2 ,.*., 
where 6(j) is an arbitrary sequence of 0, 1, and - 1, and d,,(&) = 0 
otherwise. The set of such ts is nondenumerable. 
We turn now to case (c) and show that here 
P’(t) = 0 
for every normal t. In our analysis we shall use the following observation. 
LEMMA 3. For t normal 
lim *(N) 1, -= 
,\T+x N (22) 
where M( IV) is dejined by (16). 
Proof. Suppose dN = 1; then by definition of M, 
so that 
d, = 0 for N < n <M, 
Z(M) = Z(N) + M - N. 
Divide both sides by IV; the resulting equation can be written as follows: 
WWIW - l)W/W = VWW) - 1. 
By definition of normality, Z(N)/N and Z(M)/M both tend to l/2 as 
M, N tend to co; clearly, (22) follows from the above relation. 
Let t be normal, t’ any number #t, and let the N-th be the first digit 
where t and t’ differ. Combining (17), (20) and using the expression (14) 
for h N we get 
i P(f) - P(t’))/j t - t’ I ,< const(sc)N’2 (S/C)“” 2M 
= const(4sc)N’2 "-N(s/c)DN. (23) 
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In case (c), 0 < 15”; therefore 
4sc < 1. 
Thus the factor 
(4SC)N/Z 
on the right side of (23) tends to zero exponentially in N. On the other 
hand it follows from (22) and (13) that the factors 2”-N and (s/c)~N 
tend to co at a rate which is slower than exponential; this shows that 
the right side of (23) tends to zero as IV-+ co, as it does when t’ tends 
to t. Thus P’(t) = 0 for t normal; since almost every t is normal, this 
completes the proof of the last part of the theorem. 
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